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Chapter 981 - Shifting the Very Paradigms of Power! I 

An attack filled with the Cosmic Essence of Annihilation! 

The planet sized body of the Nine-Tailed Klaus shone brightly as the aura of a Cosmic Dao emanated 

from him as well, his body shining with a bright rainbow colored light as the essence he released was 

that of the Cosmic Dao of Phantasm! 

A Cosmic Dao more geared towards defense and illusions, one that Klaus had been using to survive the 

terrifying attacks of the Dragon Queen since the battle began. Like many of the Bloodline Progenitors of 

the Supreme Races, Klaus was among the few Paragons capable of achieving comprehension in a Cosmic 

Dao, the Dao of Phantasm being something that brought the Nine-Tailed Fox Race immense honor and 

made them deadly ?ssassins. 

But in front of the might of a wrathful Dragon Queen utilizing the essence of the Cosmic Dao of 

Annihilation… 

BOOOM! 

The layers of illusions were ripped apart one by one as the chaotic void tore and reformed constantly, 

Klau's figure being seen smashed back as his figure wasn't as magisterial anymore, two of his nine tails 

burned to cinders as his body carried heavy injuries! 

"..." 

Those keeping track of the battle between the two Bloodline Progenitors were breathless at this scene, 

Tiamat not being showy like Noah and bask in glory as she simply continued her attacks that made Klaus 

feel like he was a tiny animal on a chopping block that was ready to be cut apart at any time. 

This Bloodline Progenitor grit his teeth as he bellowed out commands that shook those who heard them 

to their cores, his eyes tinged with shame as he spoke out nonetheless! 

"Brothers...aid me!" 

RUMBLE! 

The Progenitor of the Nine-Tailed Foxes called out shamefully for help as two Paragons turned into 

streaks of lights to rush towards his and Tiamat's positions, but this was when a harrumph rang out as 

these streaks of light were intercepted by two pristine looking Draconic Serpents. 

It was Ava and Olivia, the new summons that just became contracted with Noah and were given the 

rank of a Paragon not too long after! 

They hadn't gotten to spend too much time with Noah as from his actions since they met him, these 

twins only looked at him with utter reverence and even fear as they would try their best to prove that 

they were worthy of him to contract with them. 

So when they saw two Paragons head towards their Aunty, their Bloodline Progenitor...they appeared in 

front of these enemies grandly as they showed off their power for the first time! 



THRUM! 

His aid being blocked, Klaus was in an even sorrier state as Tiamat's planetary body rumbled with power, 

her wrathful gaze looking down upon this Fox Progenitor as she uttered chilling words that caused many 

to move away from this area. 

"Nobody will save you today, little fox. Not even the Hegemony you so willingly follow!" 

WAA! 

A surreal scene as the Progenitor of one race ran away from another Progenitor! 

This was just the scene of Tiamat battling with another Paragon...there were also the shocking scenes of 

the Cthulhu and Noah's other subordinates matching against Great Sages as they ripped them off one by 

one, with the Emperor Penguin and Cthulhu even choosing to put their clones in danger as they battled 

against Monarchs while utilizing the 5% strength they could borrow from Noah to the best of their 

abilities! 

Shockingly, it was enough to match against Monarch as the being they pledged their Fealty to had just 

chosen to straight up skip the rank of Monarch and go straight to Paragon. 

What gall he had to leave them all behind at such speeds! 

The Emperor Penguin and Cthulhu felt this need the most as they clashed against Monarchs in order to 

prove themselves! 

They weren't alone as a Legion of Undead led by a feisty Barbatos and her summons were swarming 

around a Qilin Monarch, their attacks relentless as many beings among Noah's people were making it 

their goal to attack Monarchs after Noah's great leap in strength as they wanted to do something 

similar. 

As for who would succeed or who would have their clone destroyed? Only time would tell! 

Aside from these incredible scenes, there were also the battles with the Paragons of the 4 Bloodline 

Races that pledged Fealty to Noah. Their fights were particularly interesting as aside from the immense 

increase in their mana reserves, they now held 5% of Noah's strength as a Paragon, these beings getting 

an even larger edge against their enemies as what was most ridiculous was how...even they were 

surprised by their strength. 

Their enemies were constantly and utterly appalled at their level of strength, but these allied Paragons 

seemed to be just as surprised as they were as they tested their increased strength and began to push 

back the Legions of the 5 enemy Bloodline Races! 

As for the being that made all of this possible...he was the one taking all the spot light as his battle was 

just too bright. 

It was because streaks of 10 lights that represented Paragons were rushing towards him while he 

nonchalantly bound a Golden Cyclops Paragon with Chains of Annihilation, his pristine black-red claws 

thundering down to smash into the body of this creature as if it was a mere bug! 



This was the physical attack of a being reinforced by the boosts of [Galactic Devastation], the forces of 

many annihilatory Galaxies floating all over his body as whatever he attacked would take on the force of 

all of these Galaxies. 

There were then also the 100 Billion Galaxies that he had within his origin, causing a strike such a this to 

be something utterly terrifying! 

The body of the Golden Cyclops Paragon was smashed into as his musculature deformed and twisted, 

nearly half of his body being turned to meat paste as the Life Essence of a Paragon was strong, this being 

starting to reform his body fearfully in seconds as to his newfound terror...he felt the essence of not just 

one Cosmic Dao, but two Cosmic Daos rush from the claw stomping onto him and rush into his body. 

It was the essence of the Cosmic Dao of Annihilation and…. 

…! 

The Paragon was alarmed only briefly before the essence of Annihilation and Ruination ravaged his 

Origin, the 10 coming Paragons watching in a stupor as for the first time since coming out of the black 

realm where he hiddenly killed 5 Paragons, Noah now killed another as the Golden Cyclops Paragon 

began to disintegrate in front of everyone! 

Chapter 982 - Shifting the Very Paradigms of Power! II 

A Paragon dead from just a few attacks from the Tyrannical Dragon Emperor! 

The moment the kill was finished, the 10 rushing Paragons steeled their hearts even further as these 

beings that had lived for hundreds of thousands of years knew something. 

It was the knowledge that this seemingly unreasonable being in front of them...if they did not put a stop 

to him now with all of their power, he would just continue to dominate the pace of the battle and pick 

them off one by one as soon enough- this Universal War would be lost! 

Either they were cowardly and tried to preserve their lives by fighting others and eventually dying...or 

they grouped together and increased their chances of survival while also increasing their chances of 

taking down the monstrosity in front of them. 

They naturally chose the comfort in numbers to overcome this great enemy, and such an ideology would 

work for many instances and on many enemies...just not the one they faced currently! 

Such a strategy would not work on Noah! 

This was because he still held the frankly ridiculous Plot Armor for another fifty something minutes, and 

this granted him an Invulnerable status for this entire time. 

This allowed for the jaw dropping scene of 10 Paragons rushing towards him on all sides, each of their 

bodies glimmering with their own unique abilities and reinforcements as these paragons consisted of 

beings from all 5 Supreme Bloodline Races! 

The glorious figures of Qilins, Cyclops, Phoenixes, Nine-Tailed Foxes, and White Tigers descending their 

attacks unto the Tyrannical Dragon Emperor was a scene etched onto the minds of many as in the next 



second, their jaws dropped when they saw this being not dodge or even light up with defensive skills, his 

gaze merely looking at the Paragons around him with utter disdain. 

…! 

"This…!" 

BOOOM! 

Yet… 

WAA! 

The figure of the Tyrant Dragon appeared just as majestic as before, his scales just as bright as not a 

single ounce of damage could be seen on his body. 

"..." 

The 10 Paragons came to a stop as they made sure their eyes were still working! 

What they saw before them utterly defied what they knew about the norms of Power, and it further 

defied what their rank actually meant. 

Paragons could challenge other Paragons and win their battles as long as they had many more Daos or 

comprehended something as beautiful as a Cosmic Dao. There even existed instances where a Paragon 

was powerful enough to go against 2 other Paragons and survive! 

But this being in front of them had first somehow made 5 Paragons disappear as his entrance, and he 

now withstood the attacks of 10 Paragons that all attacked him at once as these Paragons truly did not 

know what to make of it. 

It was a scene that utterly shifted the paradigms of the power of Paragons, where there now lay a 

possibility for someone to actually be capable enough to withstand 10 Paragons all by themselves! 

The 10 Paragons only came out of their stupor when they felt the essence of the ridiculous Tyrant 

Dragon in front of them bubbling, his voice ringing out to resound across the surrounding miles. 

"Regardless of what you do, the debt of blood will be repaid as my promise shall be fulfilled!" 

…! 

Noah said this as after crushing the Golden Cyclops Paragon and before its disintegration, he had taken 

its memories as he had a very clear idea on the events that took place to cause the rivers of blood and 

dismembered bodies of dragons to be floating in the chaotic void before this war even began. 

"You will not find a savior, nor will you have mercy when you begin to beg for it! Today, there shall only 

be blood!" 

RUMBLE! 

The hearts of the 10 Paragons and all those who heard the resounding words of the Tyrannical Dragon 

Emperor trembled! 



They recalled the promise that this being made not too long ago when he stood against the Hegemony 

of Slaughter himself, how he had promised he would not care if it was a Great Sage or a Paragon that 

unjustly carried out senseless slaughter...they would all be killed regardless. 

As the many billions of powerhouses watched this Tyrant Dragon right now, they were actually shocked 

to see this being was keeping to his message! 

Powerlessness! All from the might and words of a single person. 

Who knew words could be this powerful?! 

This point in the war was one of immense significance, and it was even more significant to a certain 

being that was watching this and experiencing the real time changes of it. 

Of course, the person in question is the Hegemony of Slaughter himself who could feel his Universal 

Fortune constantly decreasing- it was Ambrose who felt his influence over the many powerful natives of 

the Animus Universe that he had forged for so many years slipping away that easily! 

And all of it...was done by a randomly appearing being in just a matter of days. 

Work that he had done for many millenniums...decimated in just days! 

Emotions of wrath that Ambrose never thought would arise within his heart broke to the surface at this 

moment, his gaze exceedingly cold as he looked at the illusory scene where he saw the Tyrant Dragon 

fully withstand the attacks of 10 other Paragons. 

Solerno was standing nearby with an extremely somber expression, neither of the two Hegemonies 

speaking as it was Ambrose who broke the silence first! 

"If even this is to fail...then we must proceed with the other method." 

A dreadful decision was made by the Hegemony of Slaughter at this time, a decision that was just one 

among the many things to propel the future into a tumultuous direction! 

Chapter 983 - If Paragons Cannot Do It, Call A Hegemony! I 

"If even this is to fail...then we must proceed with the other method." 

RUMBLE! 

"If the Paragons and Legions of all of these beings that term themselves races of Supreme Bloodlines 

turn out to be useless, then we shall just send a Hegemony!" 

WAA! 

Words that directed actions capable of changing the course of destiny for many beings erupted out from 

the Hegemony of Slaughter, his gaze becoming exceedingly cold the more that he looked at the figure of 

the Tyrant Dragon that was now facing 10 Paragons alone without any sense of pressure. 

Ambrose thought about his goals, and how close he was at this moment to accomplishing something 

that was in the works for a great deal of years! Yet...this randomly rising being was now halting the 



progress of his goals and causing everything to come to a halt, something that he never thought to be 

possible from the hands of someone that wasn't even a Hegemony! 

His cold eyes left the figure of the Tyrant Dragon as they gazed over at Solerno's figure who was looking 

at him with a serious expression while deliberating his words. 

This gaze reminded Ambrose of a memory from countless years ago, a memory that actually started all 

of this and caused him to be on the path that he was on right now. It was hundreds of thousands of 

years ago, and Solerno was looking at him with a similar expression at that time as well. 

But at that time, Solerno wasn't alone as he was accompanied by multiple Hegemonies! 

Ambrose's mind drifted as he was taken back into this memory hundreds of thousands of years ago… 

"Your Dao of Slaughter is very unique, especially the concept of the Universal Construct you want to 

establish in your Universe." 

The voice of a powerful being had entered Ambrose's ears, this powerhouse being a Hegemony with 

unmatched strength as Solerno and 2 other Hegemonies stood behind him with serious respectful 

expressions. 

It was these 4 Hegemonies that stood in front of Ambrose in an isolated Realm hidden in the folds of 

space, golden waves of Annihilation, Phantasm, Destiny, Darkness, Fate...a myriad of Dao and Law 

essence fluctuating all around them as their conversation would not be heard by anyone aside from 

them! 

At that time, Ambrose was merely a freshly rising Universal Hegemony, having just comprehended the 

Cosmic Dao of Annihilation and birthed his Dao of Slaughter when this group of powerful Hegemonies 

approached him for recruitment in something inconceivable! 

Ambrose had looked at them carefully as he replied to the Hegemony at the very forefront that all 

others treated with respect. 

"Who are you all? What would you want with the Universal Construct?" 

At his words, the frontmost Hegemony smiled widely as his body trembled with power, multiple Cosmic 

Daos being sensed from this figure as he spoke out grandly. 

"We are mere Hegemonies like you struggling to break the barrier stopping everyone in our Cosmos. We 

wish to reach Antiquity as we have looked at a variety of methods, but the incorporation of the 

Universal Construct you've thought of on top of what we can do...a method capable of allowing multiple 

of us to break into the Ranks of Antiquity will arise!" 

RUMBLE! 

"The Universal Construct would only work to efficiently influence the inhabitants of a Universe...what 

would you do with it that would allow for a path to Antiquity?" 

"..." 



A lull of silence appeared when Ambrose asked this question, Solerno and the other 2 Hegemonies 

behind the powerful Hegemony all looking towards him as they knew s?ns?t?v? information would have 

to be released if the being in front of them answered this question. 

And with a smile filled with profound ancientness and wisdom, this being did just that! 

"Yes. Your Construct would be capable of affecting your Universe and help you collect Marks of 

Antiquity somewhat faster. What we will do with it...is spread it to multiple Universes as with the proper 

usage, we will be able to carry out the Universal Amalgamation!" 

THRUM! 

Ambrose felt his heart palpate when he first heard these words, and he couldn't help but repeat them as 

they rang with a tinge of destiny every time they were spoken. 

"Universal Amalgamation…" 

"Yes. It might take hundreds of thousands of years but...when completed, it will bring forth 

opportunities one can only ever dream of. We are bound by our Cosmos as with the Sea of Ruination 

outside of it stops anyone unless they have comprehended its abstruse Cosmic Dao. The Universal 

Amalgamation will provide a way past this...it will call upon the one that brought me and many other 

Hegemonies together in this Primordial Cosmos, upon the one that unlike us, has long ago broken the 

shackles that bind us!" 

"What?!" 

Ambrose had turned breathless at these words as the tremors of power released from this being only 

increased, his face glowing golden from an intense light of destiny and fortune as he nodded while 

saying a single word. 

A word that didn't need any others to complement it as this word alone represented too much! 

"Antiquity." 

RUMBLE! 

Antiquity! 

"The Universal Amalgamation can be induced with your Universal Construct, and with our help, we can 

keep the righteous Oathkeeper and others from ever gazing your way as with its full completion, a 

period of Accumulation will start before...an Antiquity is birthed." 

…! 

Ambrose had played these words over and over again in his mind as he would go on to obsess about 

them! 

WAA! 

Hearing these words caused the expressions of Solerno and the other 2 Hegemonies to become utterly 

grim as soon after, they uttered something that Ambrose would himself come to utter in the hundreds 

of thousands of years to come. 



"As it was, so shall it be!" 

"As it was, so shall it be!" 

…! 

This was the day hundreds of thousands of years ago that something dreadful bloomed, Ambrose's hand 

grasping onto the mysterious Hegemony that was a being of the same caliber as Hegemonies like 

Oathkeeper- the heavyweights of the Primordial Cosmos! 

This memory played in his mind briefly as Ambrose reminisced, coming back to his current time point 

where he was just waiting for another few hundred years before his Universal Construct within the 

Animus Universe would have been ready and the Universal Amalgamation could commence. 

Even the Hegemony of Summoning wasn't his opponent as he was this close! 

Yet... 

The roar of a Tyrannical Dragon Emperor brought him back to reality as he saw this nonsensical creature 

receive 0 damage from 10 Paragons, chains of Annihilation erupting from all around him to lock onto the 

experts around him as he seemed ready to start another massacre. 

At this scene, even Solerno sighed as he voiced out grimly. 

"I shall call Hegemony Dark Shadow forward. We will need to ask his permission to proceed forward 

though!" 

RUMBLE! 

Solerno spoke as he mentioned Hegemony Dark Shadow- one of the Hegemonies that had been 

standing beside him when that person approached Ambrose all those years ago! It was the same 

Hegemony they had to ask permission from before making any huge moves! 

Ambrose nodded as his eyes flashed with a light of cruelty. 

"Very well." 

…! 

Chapter 984 - If Paragons Cannot Do It, Call a Hegemony! II 

As many things happened behind the scenes, Noah had no idea whatsoever as at this moment, he fully 

put to use the Invulnerability effect of Plot Armor to go against 10 Paragons! 

They couldn't hurt him or do a single thing to him, the most that a being who extremely eclipsed him in 

power being able to do being to lock him away or isolate him in a unique space, and even then he had 

methods to escape. 

This was Plot Armor! A character's unusual ability to survive no matter the extreme odds, simply 

because the story had it so! 



Noah had culminated this power in the form of an ability as at this moment, he utilized it fully as just a 

portion of his strength. This was because to defeat Paragons, one had to have more than just Plot 

Armor. And he...he had Cosmic Daos and the support of a Cosmic Treasure. 

THRUM! 

Under the utterly shocked gazes of 10 Paragons that could not cause him any damage, Chains of 

Annihilation erupted out from all sides as before they could pull away, Noah uttered out words that 

actually caused fear to rise up from the hearts of the Paragons! 

[Life Realm]! 

WAA! 

A flash of light. 

A black realm formed! 

The words [Life Realm] had caused the 10 Paragons to turn fearful, and they had a reason for that as the 

last time they heard these words, a black realm they couldn't see through had wrapped around 5 of 

their friends...and they had never stepped out of this Realm alive! 

"No…!" 

Now, they heard these words again with them being in the vicinity, all of them trying to tear the Chains 

of Annihilation that bound them to no avail, the realm quickly wrapping around them. 

Within the Life Realm, Noah's gaze was impassive as he wasn't averse to using the same technique 

again. 

So what if he used the same method of trapping 10 Paragons into a Life Realm that nobody could see 

through where he could turn it all into a Sea of Ruination?! 

It was effective, efficient, and one of his strongest offensive attacks where he could utilize his Cosmic 

Treasure freely without worrying that Hegemonies found out he held one, why use it once and forget 

about it? 

THRUM! 

Sheer horror leaked out from the 10 Paragons as from Noah, a Cosmic Treasure glimmered crimson as it 

began to tear apart surrounding space and chaotic void, directly creating a Sea of Ruination that went 

on to wrap around then dreadfully! 

Ah! 

--- 

Outside of the newly created black Realm, the powerful experts of the numerous Legions looked 

towards it in shock as a memory replayed in their minds. 

5 Paragons and a Tyrant Dragon went in, only the Tyrant Dragon came out! 

Was such a scene about to repeat itself again? And this time with the lives of 10 Paragons on the line?! 



Many watched breathlessly as they were just among the few important figures paying close attention to 

this scene. 

The even more important figures were Hegemonies, where 2 of them had currently begun 

communicating with a Hegemony that could be considered a Senior among the powerful Hegemonies of 

the Primordial Cosmos! 

".. that is how the situation has developed. We might have to accelerate the beginning of the Universal 

Amalgamation as it won't be perfect, but it will at least start the Process of Accumulation before all my 

Influence in the Animus Universe is lost and its activation loses even more power." 

RUMBLE 

Ambrose was speaking carefully into a small crystal object that was swirling like a black hole, taking his 

voice across space and time as it reached a special being. 

From the crystal object, a voice carrying utter regality and power came out as it carried a hint of 

interest! 

"Peculiar...such a thing should not have happened. Aright, we shall utilize Hegemony Dark Shadow. With 

his abilities, he should be able to escape and keep the attention of many Hegemonies while the process 

of Universal Amalgamation starts. As for me…" 

WAA! 

"...I'll go ahead and make a visit to Oathkeeper." 

…! 

An affirmation was given for them to utilize a Hegemony to go against a lower level being, an action that 

would directly break an Oath that all Hegemonies were bound to, and yet it was taken nonetheless as 

the threat that a particular Paragon could not be overlooked! 

At the affirmation, Ambrose and Solerno looked towards its other as they nodded with grim faces, 

Solerno being the first to speak. 

"That time has actually come." 

"...a time of great change, my friend. Let's do this." 

THRUM! 

Waves of essence and destiny silently spread out as a Hegemony was called forth to take care of a 

Paragon! 

At the same time this action occurred- on the other side of the crystal object that looked like a miniature 

black hole...a being could be seen with a calm gaze that nodded silently, his figure becoming wrapped in 

a light of teleportation as he disappeared from this area in space and carried out a long distance 

teleportation that actually carried him from one Universe and into another! 

The place this being had arrived into was actually the Elysian Universe- the birthplace of a Hegemony 

whose name resounded throughout the Primordial Cosmos! 



"Oathkeeper…" 

The Hegemony that had just finished communicating with Ambrose and Solerno uttered the name of the 

being he came to see with a light smile, his expression showing how he didn't put this being on any 

pedestal or showing any respect as when the name was uttered, there was even a tinge of hate hidden 

within. 

WAA! 

The Hegemony ignored the incandescent beauty of the Elysian Universe around him, ignoring the golden 

shimmering chaotic void that was nothing like the Dark chaotic void of the Dark and Animus Universes 

or the blue tinged chaotic void of the Cerulean Universe! 

Chapter 985 - An Oath is Broken! I 

The Elysian Universe was one of the most beautiful Universes one could come across within the 

Primordial Cosmos. 

An entire Universe filled to the brim with the essence of Fate, Light, Karma, Destiny...a great deal of 

extremely high ranking laws and Daos! 

Among the Hegemonies, it was even an unwritten fact that the Elysian Universe was one of the core 

Universes that was the center of the Primordial Cosmos! 

This seemed supported by the fact that this Universe was the birthplace of one of the first Hegemonies, 

a Hegemony that had risen in power and established the Dao of the Oath Keeper that created a 

semblance of Order among all the Chaos- the Hegemony Oathkeeper! 

The abode of this being was a magnificent one as a certain Hegemony made his way over and appeared 

in front of an enormous Galaxy. 

What was incredulous about this Galaxy in front of him was the fact that among the trillions of Stellar 

Bodies one could see within it...there were also enormous golden chains spread throughout as they 

stretched across the Galaxy, wrapping around it tightly as these golden chains the size of stars wrapped 

around the boundary of the Galaxy! 

An incredible scene that very few being would ever come across in their entire lives...a Galaxy wrapped 

thoroughly with golden chains vibrating with the essence of Fate and Destiny, something that only 

someone like Oathbreaker could achieve! 

RUMBLE! 

A bright golden light shone out from the Galaxy as before the visiting Hegemony could enter, a 

horrendous aura leaked out as the figure of a stellar and devilishly handsome middle aged man 

appeared. 

Hair as gold as it could be, eyes intensely white as they su?k?d in the surrounding golden chaotic void. A 

simple white robe adorned him as on his back, golden shimmering wings could be seen as they palpated 

with the essence of a myriad of Daos! 



His eyes carried a hint of vicissitude and profound wisdom as they landed on the visitor that held similar 

eyes, this being that was known as the Oahkeeper speaking out lightly. 

"Chronos." 

RUMBLE! 

That's right! 

The Hegemony that Ambrose and a few others were connected to was a heavyweight of the Primordial 

Cosmos- a Hegemony that was titled Chronos for no other reason than the fact that publicly, many 

beings knew that he was the first and among the few to comprehend the Dao of Chronos! 

Oathkeeper and 1 other Powerful Hegemony had this Dao comprehended as well, but Hegemony 

Chronos was the first as he reserved this title. 

"Oathkeeper, do you have some time?" 

This rift led to a small isolated golden Realm hidden within the folds of space, the two beings stepping 

within it as uniquely, Oathkeeper did not invite Chronos into the Galaxy surrounded by golden chains 

that he came from! 

…. 

Within the golden isolated Realm, two ridiculously powerful beings looked at each other. 

Oathkeeper's face was impassive as he waved his hands and caused two cups to appear, these cups 

quickly becoming filled with a golden liquid as they floated in space, the two Hegemonies using the 

space within the realm as if it was floor and sitting down in front of these two cups, each of them 

grabbing one as Chronos was the first to speak. 

"I came to propose another Exploration into the Sea of Ruination." 

…! 

RUMBLE! 

The topic that Chronos chose to start with was a unique one, Oathkeeper's eyes rising up and flashing 

with light as he spoke calmly. 

"We have discussed and tried this a great deal of times with the same result. There is nothing for us 

outside of the Primordial Cosmos, Chronos. Find contentment and strive to achieve Antiquity in your 

home...no matter how many years it takes!" 

A quick denial met Chronos as he smiled lightly while sipping the golden drink within his hands. 

"Not if we stop sending out portions of our souls. Not if we go in fully and you...bring along your Cosmic 

Treasure." 

THRUM! 

Chronos said these words simply as he dropped a bombshell, continuing to sip his drink as the gaze of 

Oathkeeper became utterly cold, his body erupting out with preposterous levels of power as he rose up, 



a phantom image of his figure that was thousands of miles in size appearing behind him as he gazed at 

Chronos! 

"How do you know about that?" 

When his voice released this time around, it seemed as if galaxies were exploding in Chronos's ears, but 

he still remained seated and sipping his drink as he spoke with a forlorn expression. 

"The Cosmic Treasure that others know nothing about...a treasure of immense proportions that has 

given you the power to be unrivaled in the Primordial Cosmos. It's funny how the rest of them haven't 

connected the dots really." 

The gaze of Chronos turned from forlorn and smiled lightly again before he continued. 

"Who could have guessed that such a thing would fall in the hands of someone like you? Someone with 

no ambition, someone that only used his power to bring peace and order…" 

At these words, the aura of Oathkeeper rose ever higher as it turned palpable, his eyes su?k?n? in the 

surrounding space as he voiced out. 

"And what would you have done with it? Senselessly try over and over again to find something that 

doesn't exist? Go on a conquest and Rule the Cosmos?" 

WAA! 

His booming voice erupted all around as it seemed angered, but Chronos kept his smiling expression 

when staring at this being as he was waiting for a certain thing to happen! 

That certain thing...was the movement of a Hegemony under him to take care of a rising problem that 

interfered with his goals within the Animus Universe! 

--- 

The boundaries within the Primordial Cosmos were extremely hard to travel across, with the boundaries 

between Universes being something that Hegemonies or truly powerful Paragons had the ability to 

cross. 

At this moment, a Hegemony clad in darkness was making his way across Universal Barriers as he was 

about to enter the Animus Universe! 

The Dao Essence of Voidspace was just among the many this being carried, but the Dao that granted him 

the Title of Dark Shadow- a being that could weave into the folds of space and run faster than many 

Hegemonies while having camouflaging abilities that nobody in the Primordial Cosmos could compare to 

was a special one. 

Such a being was currently entering the Animus Universe, his goal being a particular Paragon that had 

shone too brightly! 

Chapter 986 - An Oath is Broken! II 



Near the Draconic Holy Lands, intense reverberations of essence erupted throughout as Paragons faced 

against each other- the Paragons of the 4 Bloodline Races that had the support of the Tyrannical Dragon 

Emperor having the winning edge as time passed. 

While the enemies they faced became increasingly more exhausted, they themselves still had immense 

reserves of mana as their mana reserves were literally increased multiple times over! 

ROAAR! 

The terrifying Draconic Progenitor that had just re-emerged was currently ripping apart the Progenitor 

of the Nine-Tailed Foxes, this Paragon only being capable of keeping his life due to the Cosmic Dao of 

Phantasm that allowed for him to turn portions of his body into illusions, weaving in and out of Tiamat's 

attack this way as he was burning a tremendous amount of essence. 

Even this being felt like his life was on a timer as Tiamat's attacks were relentless and filled with hate, his 

expression becoming more and more drastic! 

But even in the midst of his battle, he was like many other Paragons that had their eyes towards a 

certain location. 

It was the area where a black Realm they couldn't see through existed, the area where the Tyrant 

Dragon had disappeared with 10 Paragons of the Bloodline Races! 

They watched this place intently with immense apprehension as they hoped the scene that had 

occurred before the battle even began would not repeat itself again. 

They hoped to not see the figure of a lone Dragon with all the Paragons somehow missing again! 

That would be truly too barbaric! 

THRUM! 

Mana overflowed in the area that many beings were observing, the black realm they couldn't see 

through beginning to shatter and dissolve apart. 

What was revealed within… 

"Ah…" 

"No…!" 

"How can it be so!" 

The Paragons of the 5 Bloodline Races cried out fearfully and unwillingly as they saw the lone figure of 

the Tyrannical Dragon Emperor! 

His gaze was placid as the Life Realm shattered, overlooking every single being of the Billions around 

him with utter calmness as if he hadn't just locked himself with 10 Paragons in a Realm and come out 

alone. 

To Noah, it didn't matter whether it was 5 or 10- as long as beings who could not defend against the 

terrifying Sea of Ruination were wrapped up within it, they would ultimately perish! 



RUMBLE! 

His body was still rumbling with power as he seemed ready to move, the hearts of many beings 

becoming filled with terror as they knew if 10 Paragons could not stop this being as he decimated them 

so quickly, what else could they do? 

This Universal War...would only end when the rivers of blood exceeded even those of Dragons that they 

massacred just hours prior. 

Yet...as the Tyrant Dragon was about to move, something appalling occurred as the hearts of everyone 

nearly leaped out of their ?h?sts! 

OOOOM! 

In the next second, the figures of every single being in the nearby millions of miles...came to a halt. 

Complete and utter state of no movement, where even their mana could not circulate within their 

bodies. 

Darkness seemed to descend all around, covering the eyes of every single being as they couldn't even 

see millimeters ahead of them. 

Terror filled the eyes of every single being on the battlefield! 

The billions of beings that were just battling...nearly all of them felt a deep sense of terror as their 

hearts screamed out a single thing. 

'Hegemony!' 

RUMBLE 

Terror ran rampant as an instant later, the aura of a Hegemony descended wildly. 

Everything was ushered into utter darkness as the essence of the Cosmic Dao of Tenebrosity covered 

everything. 

Even though everyone was terrified, all of them had an inkling of why this terrifying aura of a Hegemony 

had descended down. 

Even though they couldn't see, their minds still remembered the location where a certain Tyrant Dragon 

was! 

It was there that the terrifying aura of the Hegemony had bloomed from, the first area that utter 

darkness had spread out until it covered everything an instant later! 

The Oath that every Universal Hegemony made when they rose in the Primordial Cosmos...would be 

broken today for a certain being! 

In the field of utter darkness, Noah's body was utterly still like everyone else. 

His heart was calm as while nobody could see a single thing, he was one of the very few who saw exactly 

what happened! 



Right as he was about to move, a hand had bloomed in front of him, its size larger than even his entire 

body. This hand brought with it darkness that spread everywhere, Noah sensing the widespread and 

senseless use of a Cosmic Dao in the hands of a Hegemony. 

It was a Cosmic Dao he hadn't come across too, the essence of this Dao as well as the aura of a genuine 

Universal Realm expert pressing onto him as it locked down his movements and even his usage of 

abilities, sinking back all the essence and mana he released back into his body! 

This utterly black hand then came towards his body as pure darkness erupted from it and threatened to 

drown him whole! 

Yet in the midst of all of this, Noah's heart was calm. 

His thoughts were pure. 

He stared at this shocking development in the face as he wondered exactly what caused it all and what 

direction he would take, his mind actually calculating many things as he thought about Ambrose and the 

other Hegemony he was talking to, many ideas and thoughts being formulated at such a time as this! 

When the utterly black hand appeared and the attack descended down with the aura of the Hegemony, 

one of the first beings to notice it as she rose up in shock and full of wrath...it was Valentina. 

RUMBLE! 

Within her isolated Realm, space tore open as her body buzzed with the Cosmic Dao of Annihilation, her 

beautiful face full of rage as she tore through the void of space and rushed towards the location! 

Her heart trembled as she had never expected a Hegemony making a move against a being in a lesser 

Realm, much less for it to be a being that she supported. With a wrathful gaze, she moved as her aura 

would also soon descend into the Animus Universe! 

Chapter 987 - Dreadful! 

Aside from Valentina, there was also another being that had not seen, but instead sensed something 

instead when the attack began. 

It was a being in the Elysian Universe- a devilishly handsome being that had a cold expression before all 

this as he talked to Hegemony Chronos that had confronted him with a shocking secret that should have 

not been privy to anyone but him. 

At this moment, the Oathkeeper's gaze left Chronos briefly as he stared towards a certain location, his 

impassive gaze shining with a sharp light as he spoke out majestically. 

"Someone is breaking the Oath." 

THRUM! 

The one who birthed the Dao of the Oathkeeper felt it the moment that the intent and action of 

Hegemony Dark Shadow was carried out, the location and the identity of the being responsible for it 

being shown to him right away as a shocking sequence of events was about to bloom! 

"Dark Shadow...why?" 



His gaze was somber as the action didn't make sense, the Hegemony Dark Shadow that had 

comprehended the unique Dao of Tenebrosity being someone that rarely made a move. 

In the Primordial Cosmos, Oathkeeper had rarely seen this being make any movements or ?ssociate with 

any other Hegemonies, and that was why he carried a hint of confusion for what could have made this 

Hegemony act out against a being of the Lesser Realm! 

Oathkeeper glanced back towards Chronos who seemed to have a puzzled look, the voice of this 

magnetic being ringing out. 

"An Oath being broken? Now that is truly rare…" 

"..." 

Chronos had an impassive expression as he merely looked forward, the Oathkeeper's gaze remaining on 

this being as it didn't move! 

Normally when an Oath was broken, he would be the first one to appear and question the Hegemony 

responsible if not stop them, but after the bombshell Chronos had dropped on knowing about his 

Cosmic Treasure, the Oathkeeper could not move out at this moment. 

But the Dao of the Oathkeeper was taken very seriously as it was one of the few things establishing 

order in the Cosmos, So Oathkeeper sent a message to 3 Hegemonies that he thought would represent 

him- and ones that would move quickly once he made them move! 

THRUM 

Essence silently moved from his body as he sent a message. 

At the same time, 3 Hegemonies that were in Universes sharing a border or close to the Animus 

Universe received a message from Oathkeeper. 

"An Oath has been broken. The culprit is Dark Shadow. Contain him and find out why. The location is…" 

…! 

BOOOM! 

The three Hegemonies receiving this information were shocked as they quickly moved, not bothering to 

ask why as they were strong allies of the Oathkeeper- simply moving quickly! 

BOOOOM….RIP! 

It was the strength of a Hegemony. 

It was undeniable. 

It was inescapable! 

And yet… 

"Hmmm?" 



Dark Shadow's entire body manifested after his hand as he looked towards the creature that should 

have been crushed in his palm by the essence of the Cosmic Dao, but he only found a Dragon staring at 

him calmly! 

A Tyrant Dragon staring at this Hegemony with eyes that were seemingly looking at his as if he was fool! 

BZZZT! 

Hegemony Dark Shadow squeezed again as he shockingly found it was like he held an indestructible 

rubber ball within his hands, where no matter what he did- an invisible layer existed on the Tyrant 

Dragon's body that he could not break through and destroy this being. 

"This…" 

A sharp look appeared on the powerful Hegemony's face when faced with this shocking development, 

but his gaze changed as he looked towards the space above him! 

A second had passed. 

Others had arrived. 

"Disgraceful!" 

BOOOM! 

Clad in the essence of Annihilation, Valentina appeared in the space right above them as her slender 

hand reached out. 

In the utter darkness, her hand was the only bright spot as it exerted pressure, the horrendous aura of 

the Hegemony and the darkness that had surrounded all the surrounding miles shattering just from her 

slender hand that struck down towards Dark Shadow! 

Darkness was pushed away as everyone regained their sight, their eyes opened to observe the shocking 

scene of an oppressive dark phantom clasping tightly onto something within its hands, and then the 

slender figure of an incredible magisterial woman striking down again this figure with an expression of 

wrath that would cause anyone to shudder fearfully! 

The essence of two Cosmic Daos collided, Dark Shadow grasping onto his prime target within his hands 

as his figure melded into the folds of space and disappeared. 

"Disgraceful creature!" 

RUMBLE 

The essence on the slender Valentina vibrated and descended down like tides as she locked on to the 

aura of this Hegemony and tore through the folds of space, giving chase even though it was against the 

one being known in the Primordial Cosmos for being the top ?ssassin that could come and go anywhere 

as they wished due to their Cosmic Dao of Tenebrosity! 

RIIIP! 



The moment they left, three more auras of Hegemonies tore through space and arrived in this location, 

scaring the hearts of the watching billions of the Bloodline Races as these Hegemonies looked towards 

the turbulent area of essence where they could still sense the raging essence of Hegemonies, their 

bodies also turning into streaks of light as they disappeared into the folds of space, giving chase as well! 

"..." 

Silence reigned across the battlefield. 

All billions of beings looked forward in a stupor at what had just occurred, the minds of the 5 Bloodline 

Races turning jovial as they shockingly found the Tyrannical Dragon Emperor that was domineeringly 

killed their Paragons was actually targeted by a Hegemony. 

"Haha!" 

Paragon Klaus could not help but laugh mockingly at such a scene, but this laugh came to a stop in the 

next second as in his period of stupor and mocking, the jaws of a terrifying Draconic Progenitor silently 

arrived atop his head, shining with the might of two Cosmic Daos as they swallowed the mocking head 

of Klaus in a single gulp! 

RUMBLE! 

…! 

The jovial feelings of the 5 Bloodline Races turned to incredulousness as they turned their eyes towards 

Tiamat, watching this Paragon tear apart the body of the Progenitor of the Nine-Tailed Foxes as her 

body erupted with immense power only slightly less than what the figure of the Tyrannical Dragon 

Emperor displayed before. 

Unbeknownst to them, in the period of very few seconds that Noah was attacked and taken, he had 

infused his multiple clones into all of his 8 Animus Summons as at this moment, they would all carry 

shocking power that might not reach the power of the Primordial Ruination Clone, but it was more than 

enough for the remaining Paragons on the Battlefield! 

ROAAAAR! 

Tiamat roared out in a magisterial fashion after ripping apart a Progenitor of a Race moments after 

Hegemonies descended and took action against a Paragon! Her many eyes were swirling around the 

chaotic void as a terrifying voice that many beings thought was taken away came out of her. 

It was the voice of the same Tyrant Dragon that should have been taken away and killed by a Hegemony. 

"I told you all...even Hegemonies will not be able to save you." 

Shock! 

Stupor! 

Horror! 

BOOOOM! 



Chapter 988 - Destiny is Tricky! 

"I told you all...even Hegemonies will not be able to save you." 

RUMBLE! 

It was a sentence that caused dread to spread in the hearts of all the beings of the 5 Bloodline Races! 

They had heard this dame voice in the past say such words, but they never took them seriously! 

After all, how could anyone deny a Hegemony when they acted? 

So when a being said they would kill them all and nobody, not even hegemonies would be able to save 

them- many would take it as just boasting. 

Yet… 

OOOOOH! 

The figure of the Draconic Progenitor moved with even more vigor and power than before, dealing onto 

the Legions of the 5 Bloodline Races as Monarchs began to be torn apart, the remaining Paragons trying 

to collect themselves and match her after she tore apart Klaus! 

BOOOM! 

But she wasn't alone all around the battlefield, 7 other auras of maddening powers similar to her rose! 

A nondescript cerulean haired child with a shimmering blue crown, an enormous Galaxy Devouring 

Serpent, a planet sized winged Eye that shone with a deadly soul light, a planet sized Helios Leviathan, 

the twin Draconic Serpents that had just begun to shine across the battlefield… 

Their auras rose up majestically as the forces of the Bloodline Races felt suffocated even more than a 

few seconds ago before the Hegemonies had appeared! 

These powerful beings continued as if the shocking scenes of Hegemonies attacking did not just happen! 

Even the Paragons of the 4 allied Bloodline Races looked towards Tiamat and the others in shock, but 

when they saw them not worry as well as the shocking voice that came out of Tiamat that sounded 

eerily the same as the being that should have been taken and killed by the Hegemony...they also threw 

aside their reservations and continued. 

THRUM! 

--- 

In the folds of space, Ambrose watched this scene with an expression of someone that had eaten a pile 

of shit. 

Hegemony Dark Shadow's actions should have included the quick massacre of the Tyrant Dragon and 

then all of the Paragons within his immediate force that followed him, resulting in the crippling of the 

enemy forces as they could no longer stand against the Bloodline Races! 

Yet… 



Yet…! 

"Fucking hell!" 

Ambrose couldn't help but curse as he shockingly saw even Dark Shadow not be able to kill the Paragon 

someone the instant he acted, this action taking precious seconds as he also didn't get a chance to kill 

the Paragons of the enemy force. 

Now, these same Paragons were ripping apart the forces of the 5 Bloodline Races as they boasted even 

greater power! 

Every second that more Paragons and Monarchs vanished, his influence over the Animus Universe 

continued to decrease as it was coming dangerously low to the levels where he would b?r?ly be able to 

carry out the Universal Amalgamation when including this Universe. 

Thus, Ambrose's expression was grim as his essence moved, sending a message to Chronos who was 

keeping Oathkeeper at bay at this moment! 

"Dark Shadow's movements weren't ideal, and my influence in the Animus Universe is still deteriorating 

rapidly. We might have to carry out the Universal Amalgamation right now as we utilize this 

commotion." 

RUMBLE! 

His shocking words reached the far away Chronos that was sitting next to Oathkeeper, Ambrose only 

waiting a second before a reply came. 

"How tricky fate and Destiny can be...go ahead. I'll have Dark Shadow pass through the targeted 

Universes and draw out their Hegemonies. It'll cause our plans to actually go much smoother in this 

manner." 

WAA! 

"The end result would have always been Dark Shadow doing something to draw out the Hegemonies 

from their Universes, I just didn't think it would happen this early…oh well. I'll let the others know to 

take their positions." 

Cryptic words came from Chronos after his affirmation, but Ambrose got what he wanted as he turned 

towards a somber Solerno on the side. 

"You can take your position in the Liberated Universe, the others will be beside the Universal Constructs 

in their own selected Universes..." 

Solerno nodded towards Ambrose as his body began to disappear, but not before he voiced his 

affirmation! 

"As it was, so shall it be!" 

RUMBLE! 



Unbeknownst to many, a group of beings had begun to take shocking actions that would have far 

reaching consequences, their actions not being revealed until sometime later when the dust had 

settled! 

--- 

Across the folds of space, a chase had just begun to unfold as the holder of the Cosmic Dao of 

Tenebrosity tore through space with multiple Hegemonies giving chase. 

The slender figure of Valentina regally tore through all obstacles as she followed, 3 other Hegemonies 

not too far behind her as they looked at Valentina and then Dark Shadow before they voiced out with 

their vibrant essence. 

"Dark Shadow, you need to stop! There is nowhere within this Cosmos you can run, and nowhere 

outside of it. What you're doing now is meaningless!" 

RUMBLE 

The Oath of Universal Hegemonies was one of the least broken rules of the Primordial Cosmos, and it 

had happened very rarely in the long span of time since its establishment. 

When it did occur at a time like this, the Hegemony that had broken the Oath would give a reason as to 

why it was done and Oathkeeper and the others would decide whether it was justified! 

These set of events made the Hegemonies perplexed as the three that Oathkeeper had called on sent 

messages to him about the situation! 

In the Elysian Universe, within the folds of space where Chronos and Oathkeeper were. 

The Oathkeeper once more stared off in the distance as he could still sense the constantly changing 

location of Hegemony Dark Shadow through the Dao of the Oathkeeper, taking in the information 

others were sending to him as even he carried a sense of perplexion! 

At this moment, Dark Shadow and his pursuers entered the boundary of the Liberated Universe, 

Oathkeeper's essence moving as he sent a message to two Hegemonies that were within this Universe. 

"You seem preoccupied, Oathkeeper. The situation with a mere Oath being broken has not resolved 

itself?" 

The voice of Chronos came out at this time as Oathkeeper turned back towards him coldly, waiting to 

resolve this situation as well as he spoke with a booming voice. 

"What exactly do you want, Chronos? So you know of my Cosmic Treasure, why approach me about it? 

What exactly do you plan?" 

RUMBLE 

The might of two of the most powerful Hegemonies coalesced within the Elysian Universe as far from 

them, a chase that had just began pulled in two more Universal Realm Hegemonies from their Universe, 

an unknown goal of Ambrose to pull away Hegemonies from certain Universes already beginning to 

unfold! 



Chapter 989 - It's Just That You're Weak! 

The might of a Cosmic Dao varied by a large amount. 

Some were highly offensive or defensive, with others providing nothing but support. But, depending on 

exactly what type of boon it provided, even a support or defensive Cosmic Dao could take a very high 

ranking among all the Cosmic Daos. 

The Dao of Tenebrosity...was one of the truly unique Daos one could come across as the boons it 

provided were immense! 

At this moment, this Dao allowed a single Hegemony to cross the boundaries of Universes while being 

chased by multiple Hegemonies, and yet he still couldn't be caught! 

THRUUM! 

There were 3 Hegemonies behind him, and fluctuations erupted out a second later as a large amount of 

essence began to coalesce and shoot out in front of him in the form of a punch. 

This punch caused the disintegration of the chaotic void it passed through as it su?k?d in everything like 

a black hole, and yet the Holder of the Cosmic Dao of Tenebrosity used this Dao to dissolve his body into 

a shadowy smoke, passing through this fist seamlessly as he blended into the Shattered void and 

continued! 

BOOM! 

These two were the Hegemonies from the Liberated Universe that Dark Shadow purposefully passed 

through, the current number of Universal Hegemonies chasing after him now rising up to 5! 

And yet he wasn't done as after passing through the Liberated Universe, he headed towards the 

Necrotic Universe as he planned to pass through every single Universe where an anchor to the Slaughter 

Star Monolith Universal Construct existed, all of these Universes being targets of the Universal 

Amalgamation that Ambrose would initiate! 

As for the reason they were pulling out as many Hegemonies from these Universes before the initiation 

of Amalgamation? That was for us to find out later! 

RUMBLE 

Essence wildly tore across the folds of space as the chase continued, many beings seemingly forgetting 

or not noticing the being that had started all of this at this time. 

It was of course, the figure of the Tyrant Dragon that was lying comfortably within the enormous dark 

hand of Hegemony Dark Shadow. 

His body was covered with terrifying darkness all around, his senses b?r?ly being able to pierce through 

and sense the outside area as it was like he was confined in a small world of darkness! 

As Noah saw the surrounding folds of space changing constantly and the Hegemonies giving chase to 

this being that didn't even bother to spare them any words, his mind was utterly calm as he seemed like 

someone with no worries. 



Within the world of darkness, he stretched out his body lazily as if he wasn't in the hands of a 

Hegemony, speaking out at the same time! 

"So, you couldn't kill me, and now you're bringing me along for the ride?" 

THRUUM! 

His voice was nonchalant and didn't at all match the terrifying situation at this moment, the world of 

darkness all around him shaking as the essence of Tenebrosity rushed out again and tried to pierce into 

his body! 

BOOM! 

Yet..a layer of Invulnerability seemed to exist as when it touched Noah's body, it couldn't pierce any 

further. 

This was still the effect of Plot Armor that Noah had a bit over 40 minutes remaining on it! 

How ridiculous that this Trait born from the influence of a portion of a Cosmic Treasure actually worked 

even against the power of a Universal Realm expert! 

With such a thing still on him, Noah planned to use this time to observe the aims of this being and 

Ambrose, and also watch for any possible opportunities for him to use his Cosmic Treasure to deal a 

large amount of damage to this being. 

If he was confident in being able to create a Sea of Ruination and reap the life of a Universal Hegemony 

right away, he would have so instantly for the loot this creature would drop! 

Yet he knew that even in the case of the Cerulean Hegemony that had taken over the bodies of the Spirit 

Race of his Dark Universe, this being had a mere portion of his soul cross the Sea of Ruination towards 

the Dark Universe that was cutting itself off and floating away at that time. 

So he didn't want to reveal his trump card at this time, the moment he did being the day that the 

knowledge of him having a Cosmic Dao all other Hegemonies were searching for becoming known! 

So during this period of time, he might as well obtain information. 

When the essence of Tenebrosity failed to pierce Noah yet again, the world of darkness coagulated as 

Noah's nonchalant figure gazed towards a certain area, watching the formation of the humanoid figure 

that came towards him with a curious expression. 

"What kind of creature are you? How is it that you cannot be killed?" 

The Holder of Tenebrosity, while under a chance by multiple Hegemonies...used a portion of his 

consciousness to coalesce a figure as he spoke towards the being he came to ?ssassinate! 

Towards this being's question, Noah was calm as he voiced out while coiling his draconic body into a 

resting position that seemed to scream how carefree he was in this situation. 

"It is not that I cannot be killed, just that you are too weak to do it." 

"..." 



RUMBLE! 

Words shocking enough to cause anyone to roll their eyes back and have a fit erupted out, but the 

Holder of Tenebrosity actually nodded thoughtfully as he wasn't angered! 

"You might be right. For this reason, I'll be taking you with me to study exactly why. You don't mind, do 

you?" 

OOOOM 

With his words, the essence of Tenebrosity moved as it formed into thick dark chains that wrapped 

around Noah's body and limbs, strictly binding him down as the purpose of these chains was to prevent 

any spatial movement! 

All of these actions were occurring during the chase, where at this point in time, another 2 Hegemonies 

had joined the chase after Dark Shadow passed through the Necrotic Universe. 

The number of beings chasing him increased, but Dark Shadow still didn't stop to even give an 

explanation as he continued towards the directions of another Universe! 

In the Liberated and Necrotic Universes that had just lost the presence of Hegemonies, new auras of 

Universal experts appeared, their figures coming close to the Universal Construct anchored within these 

Universes. 

Solerno was in the Liberated Universe as another Hegemony we had yet to introduce, but was a part of 

the few Hegemonies that Chronos had recruited over the years- this being appeared over the Universal 

Construct anchored in the Necrotic Universe! 

The bodies of these Hegemonies glimmered with light as they came close to the towering Towers that 

were the Slaughter Star Monoliths, their bodies glowing with an illusory outline of this Universal 

Construct as well they neared, a silent eruption essence occurred as the Universal Construct lit up 

brightly! 

The steps were being taken as in a short period of time, something appalling would take place… 

Chapter 990 - A Plan in the works for an entire Epoch! 

A chase! 

A chase across the Primordial Cosmos as multiple Hegemonies chased after the Holder of Tenebrosity! 

"Dark Shadow, you're making this harder than it needs to be. All for what? A Paragon?!" 

RUMBLE! 

One of the Hegemonies called forth by the Oathkeeper spoke as his voice traveled across the folds of 

space. 

He was among the many Universal experts thinking something larger was at hand as Dark Shadow 

continued to run without even giving an excuse as to why he acted against a being of a lesser level! 



But why run? The Primordial Cosmos was vast, but it was still surrounded by a Sea of Ruination as 

nobody could step out of it! There was nowhere to run, and Dark Shadow should know this more than 

anyone! 

WAA! 

But the Hegemony in question gave no answer as with his usage of the Cosmic Dao of Tenebrosity, 

crossing the folds of space was as easy as it could be as he escaped from multiple Hegemonies. 

--- 

Within the enclosed hand of the Holder of Tenebrosity, Noah's Tyrant Dragon form was actually lazily 

lying down with his eyes closed, the chains of darkness all around him seemingly meaning nothing to 

him as he gave the demeanor of not caring! 

But his mind was buzzing with possibilities as he was still carrying his Cosmic Treasure within this 

Primordial Ruination Clone, and the voice of this treasure was ringing out in his mind at this moment. 

[Master, we have passed the boundaries of the Liberated Universe, Necrotic, and Microbial Universes 

already. This Dark Shadow is purposefully changing his course as he moves across the Cosmos as he 

makes sure to enter the bounds of these Universes before proceeding to another as soon as more 

Hegemonies from that Universe join this chase.] 

Noah nodded silently within his mind as with the information he had obtained when he sat in the 

conversation between Ambrose and Solerno, he priced together a lot of the information and had a 

rough idea for what the goal of this Dark Shadow was! 

If he was working with Ambrose, it meant the shocking topic of conversation he had heard before- the 

thing known as Universal Amalgamation...would be happening soon. 

RUMBLE! 

Waves of Destiny and Fortune swirled all around Noah silently, his main body in the Dark Universe 

looking over this wondrous scene as he quickly made his decision and took out Valentina's Golden 

Mirror, his mana flowing into it as he called out to Valentina! 

"Stop the chase, you should return back to the Animus Universe right away." 

…! 

Valentina was among the many Hegemonies chasing after Dark Shadow, so she didn't pull out the 

Golden Mirror as she only listened to the message, its contents shocking her as while all other 

Hegemonies were bright streaks of light chasing after Dark Shadow, she came to an abrupt stop as she 

was very quickly left behind. 

This drop dead gorgeous Hegemony actually stopped the second after the words of a mere Paragon told 

her to! 

Noah was surprised at this as he at least expected her to question him, but he didn't know that 

Valentina was simply furious at the fact that someone of her caliber would actually stoop down low 



enough to break an Oath, and also thought his Primordial Ruination Clone meant a great deal to him as 

if it was destroyed, it might harm a portion of his soul! 

She didn't know that Dark Shadow had already tried killing Noah multiple times, and this was why she 

was giving chase! 

"This Dark Shadow is working along with Ambrose and most likely other Hegemonies. They are hatching 

a plot...that involves multiple Universes!" 

RUMBLE 

Noah began to slowly feed information to Valentina as her expression changed, her figure turning into a 

streak of light as she headed back towards the Animus Universe. 

He was ready to initiate the process of Amalgamation as soon as the other 8 Constructs spread across 8 

other Universes were activated, this action causing the start of something nobody within the Primordial 

Cosmos could have imagined! 

The action of pulling Hegemonies out of these targeted Universes had its own Agenda, and Ambrose 

would find it even easier to carry out things on his end as the only other Hegemony within the Animus 

Universe had left it to chase an unreachable Hegemony. 

Never would Ambrose have thought that Valentina was already on her way back to this Universe, a 

shocking battle destined to bloom between these two beings as they would finally clash to settle their 

differences! 

- 

The Liberated Universe, Necrotic, Microbial, Automaton, Chthonian, Euthenia, Omicron, and the Abyssal 

Universe...the Holder of Tenebrosity crossed the boundaries of all of these Universes in a short period of 

time as it seemed like he took the aggro of a few Universal Hegemonies everywhere he went. 

These 8 Universes and the Animus Universe included...made it 9 Universes that each held the Universal 

Construct that was the Slaughter Star Monolith within them. 

Silently as other Hegemonies left, new ones arrived as they appeared beside the Slaughter Star Monolith 

of these Universes, other Universal Realm experts even being locals of these Universes already even 

though they were moving with Ambrose's group! 

For this exact day, they had planned and gone over a great deal of possibilities as they moved swiftly to 

achieve their goals. This was something that was in the works for an entire Epoch, and it was finally 

taking place at this time! 

THRUM! 

…! 

Such an action caught even the chasing Hegemonies by surprise as this was where one of the most 

powerful Hegemonies was, the being who told them to pursue him as he couldn't leave his Universe at 

this moment. 



Many of them were suspicious, but they wanted to see the end of this play as they continued the chase. 

Very rarely did something happen in the Primordial Cosmos, and the breaking of an Oath that broke the 

order created within the Cosmos followed by the action of Dark Shadow on this day...these Hegemonies 

all wanted to know what it was all about! 

More than half of them were only chasing for curiosity, the other half following the words of 

Oathkeeper as this entire party of Hegemonies made their way towards the Elysian Universe. 

Far away from the 9 Universes where Universal Constructs were established. 

Far away from the Universes that would be affected by Universal Amalgamation! 

 


